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Abstrat. We present an eient and stable numerial ansatz for solving a
lass of integro-dierential equations. We dene the lass as integro-dierential
equations with inreasingly smooth memory kernels. The resulting algorithm
redues the omputational ost from the usual T 2 to TC (T ), where T is the
total simulation time and C (T ) is some funtion. For instane, C (T ) is equal to
lnT for polynomially deaying memory kernels. Due to the ommon ourrene of
inreasingly smooth memory kernels in physial, hemial, and biologial systems,
the algorithm an be applied in quite a wide variety of situations. We demonstrate
the performane of the algorithm by examining two ases. First, we ompare
the algorithm to a typial numerial proedure for a simple integro-dierential
equation. Seond, we solve the NIBA equations for the spin-boson model in real
time.
PACS numbers: 02.60.Jh, 02.60.Nm, 02.60.Cb
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1. Introdution
A major problem in the study of quantum systems is the inuene of the environment
on its dynamis. A variety of tehniques, suh as the inuene funtional [1℄,
nonequilibrium perturbation theory [2, 3℄, and the weak-oupling approximation [4℄,
have been developed to address this issue. The general approah is to derive equations
of motion whih only involve the degrees of freedom of the system. When working with
systems weakly oupled to a rapidly relaxing environment, one an make the Markov
approximation, whih results in a loal in time, rst-order dierential equation. This
Markovian master equation is relatively easy to solve either analytially or numerially.
As soon as the restritions of weak oupling or fast environmental relaxation are
removed, however, integro-dierential equations appear, whih reets the fat that
the environment retains a memory of the system at past times.
In partiular, a number of interesting physial systems have integro-dierential
equations of motion with polynomially deaying memory kernels. For instane,
the spin-boson model [5℄ and Josephson Juntions with quasi-partile dissipation or
resistive shunts [6℄ have 1/t2 asymptoti kernels when going through a dissipatively
driven phase transition. The ourrene of polynomially deaying kernels is ommon
in physis and hemistry beause many open systems are onneted to an ohmi
environment. Polynomially deaying kernels appear in biologial appliations as well.
[7℄ Due to the frequent appearane of this type of kernel and also others whih satisfy a
requirement we all inreasingly smooth below, it would be beneial to have eient
numerial methods to handle the orresponding integro-dierential equations. Suh
a method will be useful in appliations in many disiplines. In addition, the method
will enable the simulation of memory-dependent dissipation when used in onjuntion
with other omputational methodologies, suh as matrix produt state algorithms for
open systems. [8, 9, 10, 11℄
In this paper, we give an eient and stable numerial ansatz for solving
integro-dierential equations with inreasingly smooth memory kernels. Using typial
tehniques, one inurs a omputational ost of AT 2 ∝ N2, where A is some onstant,
T is the total simulation time, and N is the number of time steps in the simulation.
Thus, there is a onsiderable advantage in using a high-order approah to redue
the required value of N as muh as possible. However, the omputational ost of
the algorithm desribed herein sales as TC (T ), where C (T ) is some funtion that
depends on the form of the memory kernel. For example, C (T ) is equal to lnT for
polynomially deaying kernels. Suh a redution represents a substantial advanement
in numerially solving integro-dierential equations sine it allows for the eient
alulation of long-time behaviour.
This paper is organized as follows: in setion 2, we introdue the types of equations
under onsideration, dene inreasingly smooth, and present the numerial ansatz with
a disussion of errors. We demonstrate the performane of the algorithm using two
example integro-dierential equations in setion 3. First, we onsider an integro-
dierential equation omposed of a polynomially deaying kernel and an osillating
funtion. Comparing diretly to a two stage Runge-Kutta method, we see a large
improvement in the saling of the error as a funtion of omputational ost. Seond,
we solve the noninterating blip approximation (NIBA) equations for the spin-boson
model in real time. We show that one an rapidly obtain the full real time solution. In
Appendix A, we disuss how to extend the algorithm to higher orders. In Appendix B,
we outline the Runge-Kutta method we use as a omparison to the numerial ansatz.
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In Appendix C, we give a simple derivation of the NIBA equations, showing the
physial situation behind the appearane of an inreasingly smooth memory kernel.
2. Algorithm
We want to be able to numerially solve linear integro-dierential equations of the
form
∂ρ (t)
∂t
= −K
∫ t
0
dt′α (t− t′) e−L(t−t′)K′ρ (t′) (1)
= −K
∫ t
0
dτα (τ) e−L(τ)K′ρ (t− τ) (2)
where ρ(t) is some quantity of interest (like a density matrix) and α(τ) is the memory
kernel. K, K′, and L are time-independent operators. An equation of the form
2 appears in open quantum mehanial systems in the Born approximation to the
full master equation [4℄, some exat non-Markovian master equations [12℄, and in
phenomenologial memory kernel master equations.[13, 14, 15℄ For an arbitrary form
of the memory kernel, it is neessary to ompute the integral on the right-hand side
of 2 at eah time step in the numerial simulation. Thus, ignoring the error of the
simulation, the omputational ost sales as T 2, where T is the total simulation time.
This is prohibitively expensive in all but the shortest time simulations.
On the opposite extreme is when the memory kernel has an exponential form
α(t− t′) = γe−γ(t−t′) . (3)
In this ase, both funtions responsible for evolving the integrand (α (t− t′) , eL(t−t′))
obey simple dierential equations in t. This allows us to dene a history
H(t) =
∫ t
0
dt′α(t− t′)eL(t−t′)K′ρ(t′) (4)
whih obeys the dierential equation
H˙(t) = γK′ρ(t)− γH(t)− LH(t) . (5)
By solving this loal in time dierential equation together with
ρ˙(t) = −KH(t) , (6)
we an solve the integro-dierential equation with a omputational ost saling as T .
Cases in between these two extremes have a spetrum of omputational osts saling
from T to T 2.
2.1. Inreasing Smoothness
We are interested in integro-dierential equations of the form 2 with memory kernels
whih are inreasingly smooth
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣α′ (t)α (t)
∣∣∣∣ < 0 . (7)
The idea behind inreasing smoothness will beome lear below. More speially in
this paper, we will look at examples where the memory kernel deays polynomially
outside some ut-o time
α(t) =
{
α∆T (t) t < ∆T
∝ 1tp t ≥ ∆T
(8)
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where α∆T (t) is a bounded but otherwise arbitrary funtion and p is some positive
real number.‡ ∆T is a ut-o whih allows us to ignore any transient behaviour in
the memory kernel whih does not satisfy the inreasingly smooth ondition 7. There
will generally be some natural ut-o to the integral. For the overall saling of the
omputational ost for large simulation times, we an ignore the resulting problem-
dependent, onstant omputational ost due to the integral at times t < ∆T .
Below we will give an algorithm that is spei to the polynomial kernel 8. Similar
algorithms are possible for any kernel whih gets smoother as the time argument gets
larger. The omputational speedup will depend on how the funtion gets smoother.
For instane, the polynomially deaying kernel gets smoother as∣∣∣∣∣
∂1/tp
∂t
1/tp
∣∣∣∣∣ = pt (9)
whih allows one to take larger integration bloks as t gets larger. In this ase, one an
take a grid with spaing δ ∝ t to over the integration region. We all the partition
around a grid point a blok. In this ase, the number of bloks sales logarithmially
with the total time of the simulation. Consider another form of the kernel, β (t), that
gets smoother even faster than polynomial, for example∣∣∣∣β′ (t)β (t)
∣∣∣∣ = be−ct . (10)
This will give an even smaller number of bloks (that have exponential size in t) needed
to over a given range of integration and thus a faster speedup.§ In this ase, though,
a simple trunation of the integral is suient, whih is not the ase for a polynomially
deaying kernel.
2.2. Bloking algorithm for a polynomially deaying kernel
The algorithm is designed to take advantage of the fat that at eah new time step
in solving the integro-dierential equation 2, we almost already have the integral on
the right hand side. Thus, if we have ρ (t) at all the previous time steps and we group
them together in a partiular way, we should be able to do away with both storing
all these previous values and the need for a full integration of the right hand side. In
more onrete terms, we want to be able to evaluate the history integral
I (T,∆T ) =
∫ T
∆T
dτα (τ)F (τ, T ) , (11)
with
F (τ, T ) = eLτK′ρ(T − τ) , (12)
in suh a way that when T → T + h in the integro-dierential equation 2, all the
piees used to ompute the integral an be reyled by evolving for a time step h and
then added bak together to get the new integral. This is just what is ahieved for
the exponential memory kernel 4, but in that ase it is very extreme, the old integral
simply has to be multiplied by a fator and added to a new piee. Below we show
how to evaluate the integral with a bloking sheme that requires only lnT number
‡ For the algorithm, p need not be greater than one. However, physial equations of motion, suh
as the NIBA equations at α = 1/2, have an additional fator in the kernel to ensure its integral is
bounded.
§ 10 has two solutions. Only the one with bounded integral would be physially relevant.
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of bloks to over the integration region, an ahieve any desired auray, and has
bloks that an all be reyled when T → T +h. Again, we emphasize that the sheme
we give now is spei for polynomially deaying memory kernels. The basi sheme
an be onstruted for other memory kernels as well simply by hoosing a blok size
suh that the blok size times the smoothness stays onstant.
Lets rst rewrite the integral 11 as a sum over K bloks of width δi and Taylor
expand the memory kernel:
I (T,∆T ) =
K∑
i=1
∫ +δi/2
−δi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T )α (τi + ǫ) (13)
≈
K∑
i=1
∫ +δi/2
−δi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T )
× {α (τi) + α′ (τi) ǫ+O (ǫ2)} . (14)
The lowest order approximation to this integral is
I0 (T,∆T ) =
K∑
i=1
α (τi)
∫ +δi/2
−δi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T ) . (15)
This equation represents the fat that we will take some step size, h, to ompute the
integral of F over the blok, but use some other variable step size to alulate the
integral of the produt of α and F . For the polynomial kernel, the whole proedure
is based on hoosing a blok size that grows with inreasing distane from the urrent
time,
δi = bτi , (16)
or lose to it, as shown in Figure 1. We all b the blok parameter. This funtion
for the blok size gives a onstant value when multiplied by the smoothness 9 of the
kernel. Assuming the funtion F is bounded by 1, the highest order error on eah
blok is bounded by∣∣∣∣∣α′ (τi)
∫ +δi/2
−δi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T ) ǫ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ p4 b
2
τp−1i
. (17)
Thus, when hoosing the bloks in this way, there is a onstant ratio, pb/4, of the
bound on the error to the bound on the integral. The bound on the highest order
error of the whole integral is∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
i=1
α′ (τi)
∫ +δi/2
−δi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T ) ǫ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ pb4(p− 1) 1∆T p−1 . (18)
Roughly, we then expet the error to derease at least linearly in the blok parameter
b. We disuss the errors in more detail below.
If we perfetly hoose the blok positions, we an alulate the number of bloks
required to over the integration region. The rst blok has position (its midpoint)
t1 = ∆T +
b
2
t1 =
∆T
1− b2
(19)
and given the position of blok i, blok i+ 1 is at
ti+1 = ti +
b
2
ti +
b
2
ti+1 =
1 + b2
1− b2
ti . (20)
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Figure 1. Proedure for evolving the integral 11 in time. We start with the
integral represented as a sum over variable size bloks, with short times having
onstant blok sizes and longer times having larger blok sizes. We evolve for some
amount of time (here shown as a large amount of time, but in pratie this whole
proedure is done disretely in the small time steps of the dierential equation).
Then we leanse the bloks, grouping them together so long as their size is not
too big for their loation in time.
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The nth blok is then at
tn =
(
1 + b2
)n−1(
1− b2
)n ∆T . (21)
Sine T is arbitrary, the nth blok does not neessarily over the remaining area. But
approximately,
tn ≈ T − b
2
T +O (b2) . (22)
and the total number of bloks for the integral is
K = ⌈n⌉ =
⌈
ln
(
∆T
T
)
ln
(
1− b2
)− ln (1 + b2)
⌉
. (23)
In pratie, K will always be bigger than 23 beause of two fators. One is the nite
step size, h, whih fores the bloks to be an integral multiple of h. Two is that we
are not able to take the omplete integral and divide it up perfetly. The division
into bloks has to happen as we solve the integro-dierential equation. We will see in
subsetion 2.3 that neither of these fators poses a serious problem and the true value
of K will be of the same order as 23. For small b (or large K), we an simplify to
K ≈ 1
b
ln
(
T
∆T
)
. (24)
Within the algorithm, then, we need to keep trak of the K integrals
Ii =
∫ +δi/2
−δi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T ) , δi = bτi (25)
whih an be summed up with the weight α (τi) to get the full integral. Putting in
the expliit form of F , the K integrals are∫ +δi/2
−δi/2
dǫe−L(τi+ǫ)K′ρ(T − τi − ǫ) . (26)
When we inrement T → T + h, we rst need to x the blok size, δi → Bi. Thus,
the bloks will no longer be exatly bτi in width. As T → T + h, τi → τi + h and the
integrals are easily updated by∫ +Bi/2
−Bi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T )
→ e−L(h)
{∫ +Bi/2
−Bi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T )
}
. (27)
After evolving, Bi < bτi, whih is aeptable sine the smaller the bloks the smaller
the error. The blok sizes have to grow eventually or else we will not get the logarithmi
overage. Eah time we inrement T we an hek whether nearest neighbor bloks
an be grouped. We an group them so long as
Bnew ≤ bτnew (28)
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where τnew is the midpoint of the new blok. This is the leansing stage of Figure
1, and is disussed in more detail in subsetion 2.3. When the ondition on the new
blok size is met, we an simply add the bloks together∫ +Bnew/2
−Bnew/2
dǫF (τnew + ǫ, T )
=
∫ +Bi/2
−Bi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T ) +
∫ +Bi+1/2
−Bi+1/2
dǫF (τi+1 + ǫ, T ) . (29)
To summarize, we dened a logarithmi overing of the integration region in terms
of growing bloks. As we solve the integro-dierential equation, we an evolve the
bloks and perform further groupings to ensure approximately the same overing. This
overing allows for a logarithmi speedup in omputing the history and a logarithmi
redution in the memory neessary to store the history. At the same time, due to the
inreasing smoothness of the polynomial memory kernel, it has a ontrollable error.
The algorithm an be extended to higher orders as shown in Appendix A.
2.3. Growing bloks in real time
The above desription of the bloking algorithm presented the idea of using a
logarithmi overing of the history integral. The formula 23 gives the number of
bloks needed for the overing if we ould perfetly hoose their positions and widths.
However, when solving the integro-dierential equation, growing pains exist: the
bloks have to be formed from the smaller bloks of the integration step size h. The
blok overing will thus be suboptimal.
To determine how lose to optimal the number of bloks will be, we perform a
simulation. Here we hoose a polynomially deaying funtion but with a more natural
ut-o, i.e.,
α (t) =
1
(t+ 1)
p . (30)
This will be fully equivalent to 1/ (t′)
p
with a ut-o ∆T = 1 and a shifted time
t′ = t+ 1. Beause of this, the optimal formula 23 will only hold for large T (or with
∆T = 1 and T replaed with T + 1). Within the simulation, we start at T = 0 and
reate bloks of size h. At eah step we hek if neighboring bloks an be grouped by
satisfying the ondition 28. If they satisfy that ondition, we group them and hek
the again with the next blok. We perform this grouping from the smallest to the
largest bloks, but the diretionality of growth does not matter. Figure 2 shows how
the number of bloks grow in pratie. Although suboptimal, it is still on the same
order as the optimal K. How lose it is to optimal is dependent on the step size and
blok parameter.
2.4. Errors
Given the bloking onstrution above, we an analyze how we expet the errors to
behave versus both the number of bloks K and the omputational ost. The rst
question that is natural to ask is what error do we make by the replaement of the
integral 11 with the approximation 15. This gives us an idea of the error inurred by
keeping K bloks of history in a logarithmi overing.
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Figure 2. The number of bloks K versus T . The dotted (blue) urve shows the
optimal ase given by 23. The dashed (green) urve shows the number of bloks
in pratie. The dot-dashed urves represent the asymptoti behaviour of the
number of bloks versus time. These urves interset the axis at T = 1 beause
of the ut-o ∆T = 1. The inset shows the two latter quantities plotted together
with the linear growth of K for a typial numerial solution. The parameters in
the evolution are the following: ∆T = 1, d = 0.016, and h = 0.002.
To answer this rst we onsider just the integral∫ Tf
0
eıωt
(t+ 1)
p dt =
∫ Tf+1
∆T=1
eıω(t−1)
tp
dt (31)
where we have some frequeny of osillation ω and some power of the polynomial
deay p. In the integration below we take p = 2. It is important to note that in
demonstrating the algorithm with just the integral 31, and not an integro-dierential
equation, it is not possible to show the omputational speedup. However, it an
show the auray of the integration as a funtion of the logarithmi overage of the
integration region when using the algorithm. We an also use it to get an idea of how
the error hanges when we vary ω or p without having to solve the more ompliated
integro-dierential equations. The form of this integral was hosen beause of its
relevane to the real-time simulation of quantum systems, where the integral of the
integro-dierential equation will be a sum over osillating terms times a polynomial
memory kernel.
We gave a simple error bound above. To get a better idea of errors, we an
examine the behaviour of the integral 31 as a funtion of the bloking parameter,
frequeny, and the integration range (e.g., simulation time). If one takes the highest
order error of the expansion 14, the worse ase error in a blok will our when there
is approximately one osillation in the blok,
bτi =
2π
ω
, (32)
as this is when the asymmetry ontributes most. However, this ontribution will only
our in some nite region of the integral beause the blok sizes vary. When one
hanges the blok parameter, this error will be shifted further bak in time, e.g., to
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the left in Figure 1. The memory kernel has a smaller value at this past time, and
thus the error will be dereased. If one has many frequenies ontributing to the
integrand, then eah of their error ontributions will be shifted to a later time as one
dereases the blok parameter. Thus, the error will be systematially redued. The
same onlusion an be drawn if one expands both the funtions in the integrand
around their midpoint for eah blok. The frational error (the highest order error
term as a fration of the zeroth order term) in this ase is
b2
24
(
p(p+ 1)− 2ıωpτi − ω2τ2i
)
. (33)
The expansion will be invalid at approximately
ω2b2τ2i
24
≈ 1 , (34)
whih gives bτi ∼ 5/ω.
We ompare the logarithmi overing to the midpoint method with step sizes
h = 10−3 ∗ 2j with j = 1, . . . , 9. This gives a number of bloks Kmid = Tf/h. For the
algorithm, we use a step size h = 10−3 to ompute the integrals 25 and then use blok
parameters b = 10−3 ∗ 2j with j = 1, . . . , 8 to ompute 15. The number of bloks Kalg
is then given approximately by 23. It is only approximate beause eah blok width
has to be rounded down to a multiple of h, this gives a larger number of bloks. We
use this larger number of bloks as the value for Kalg.
If we are just looking at the integral 31, we expet the error due to the algorithm
to be
Ealg ∝ Kalgb3 ≈ 1
K2alg
(
ln
Tf
∆T
)3
(35)
so long as bT / 2π/ω. This an be ompared to the error of the midpoint method
Emid ∝ Kmidh3 ≈
T 3f
K2mid
. (36)
Thus, if we want a xed error, E, and end time, we get a dierene in the number of
bloks of
Kmid ∝
(
T 3f
E
)1/2
(37)
ompared to
Kalg ∝


(
ln
Tf
∆T
)3
E


1/2
, (38)
whih is quite large for long times.
Figure 3 shows how the error behaves versus the number of bloks used to ompute
the integral. The fast derease of error as a funtion of Kalg shows that we an
blok together integrals as we evolve the integro-dierential equation and have a
ontrolled error. Further, the longer the simulation time, Tf , the better performing the
algorithm should be when ompared to the midpoint method. In addition, the overall
performane of the algorithm should not be signiantly aeted by the frequeny of
integrand osillation ω or the power p. One interesting feature of the error versusKalg
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Figure 3. Absolute error versus number of bloks for the two methods of
alulating the integral 31 with ω = 2pi and p = 2 (similar urves were found
for other ω). The solid (red) urves are for the midpoint method and the dashed
(blue) urves are for the rst order bloking algorithm. The main gure shows the
error for Tf = 100 and the inset shows it for Tf = 10. Sine the midpoint method
is seond order, we nd what is expeted, E ∝ K−2. The bloking algorithm
has the same dependene on K. The dierene in error for the same number of
bloks with the two methods is dependent on T/ lnT , reeting the fat that the
algorithm hooses bloks at optimal plaes and only overs the integration area
with lnT bloks. We take as the exat value the one omputed with a step size
h = 10−4.
gure is the slight dip in the error at approximately bT ∼ 2π/ω, whih represents the
error disussed above being pushed out of the integration region.
The seond question we an ask is how the error depends on the omputational
ost ompared to more traditional methods. If we use the method for integro-
dierential equations outlined in Appendix B, we have an error at eah step of h3
and we have N steps. Thus
Emid ∝ Nh3 ∝ 1
Cpu
, (39)
where Cpu ∝ N2 is the omputational ost and we hold the simulation time xed. For
the algorithm
Ealg ∝ 1
C2pu
(40)
where we hold the step size h xed and Cpu = NK. That is, the error goes down with
a higher power in the omputational ost.
Of ourse, using the algorithm is not the only way to get the error to sale better
with the omputational ost. One an also just blok the history with onstant bloks
larger than h. Although the error does sale better, the error an never be lower than
just using the brute fore method, e.g., the error versus ost urve will never ross the
brute fore urve. For the algorithm these two urves do ross, as we will see below.
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3. Examples
We onsider two example problems to demonstrate the performane of the algorithm:
(1) solving an integro dierential equation that has both an osillating funtion and
a polynomially deaying funtion in the integral and (2) the NIBA equations for the
spin-boson model.
3.1. Osillating integro-dierential equation
The osillating integro-dierential equation we use is
n˙ (t) = ıωn (t)−
∫ t
0
dt′α (t− t′)n (t′) (41)
with
α(t) =
1
(t+ 1)2
. (42)
We get rid of the osillation in the dierential equation by setting
P (t) = e−ıωtn (t) , (43)
whih gives
P˙ (t) = −
∫ t
0
dt′α (t− t′) e−ıω(t−t′)P (t′) . (44)
This integro-dierential equation involves the omputation of an integral similar to
31, with p = 2, at eah time step. With the algorithm, we will be able to reyle the
integral with the logarithmi overing at eah step, rather than omputing it from
srath. Note that we hoose bloks by b (t+ 1) here beause we have the ut-o
inluded in the polynomial deay. The simulation results for one set of parameters are
shown in Figure 4.
Now we examine the error versus omputational ost. Figure 5 is one of the main
results of this paper. It shows three key results: (1) The algorithm has signiantly
better error for the same omputational ost ompared to a brute fore method in a
large range of parameter spae. (2) As the simulation time is inreased, the eieny of
the algorithm drastially inreases ompared to the brute fore method. (3) The gure
also suggests how to use the whole ansatz. Rather than have two parameters b and h,
one should set b ∝ h (for polynomial deay). This will give a similar onvergene to
the exat answer as the seond order method, but a smaller fator of proportionality.
As mentioned in subsetion 2.4, one an also onsider another method that just
uses a onstant grouping to redue the number of bloks in the history. However, this
method an not ahieve better results as determined by the error versus omputational
ost. For a given step size, the highest auray will be ahieved by using the brute
proedure. A lower omputational ost an be ahieved by grouping the history into
onstant bloks, but the redution in the omputational ost will yield an even stronger
loss in auray beause E ∝ C−2, when one step size is xed. Thus, a similar gure
to Figure 5 would show urves moving only upward from the brute fore line and not
rossing it.
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Figure 4. Real time evolution of 44 with ω = 2pi. The solid (blue) urve shows
the real part of P (t) and the dashed (red) urve the imaginary part. These
urves were alulate with the algorithm with h = 0.002 and d = 0.016. The
rosses represent the solution using the midpoint proedure of Appendix B with
a step size of h = 0.001. The inset shows a blow up of the initial time where there
is some transient struture in the solution.
3.2. NIBA equations
The NIBA for the spin-boson model gives a good physial example for a system with
a polynomially deaying kernel. The NIBA equations are derived by Leggett et al [5℄,
see also Appendix C for a simple derivation, from whih we an get the equation of
motion
P˙ (t) = −
∫ t
0
dt′f(t− t′)P (t′) (45)
where
f(t) = ∆2 cos
[
2α tan−1 t
] [(πt/βωc) csch (πt/βωc)
(1 + t2)
1/2
]2α
. (46)
Time is in units of the ut-o frequeny ω−1c . At zero temperature (β →∞) the kernel
beomes
f(t) =
∆2 cos
[
2α tan−1 t
]
(1 + t2)
α . (47)
The 1 + t2 has a physial ut-o to the low time behaviour of the polynomial deay.
There are only two parameters of interest to us. We set ∆ = 0.2 as it is required to be
small (see Appendix C) and we vary the dissipation strength α to see the behaviour
of P (t) on dierent sides of the dissipative transition. Varying α also shows the
algorithm at work for dierent powers of polynomial deay.
Depending on the value of the dissipation strength α, we have to use a dierent
ut-o ∆T . For α = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 we use ∆T = 1, 3, and 2, respetively. After
these ut-os, f (t) is inreasingly smooth (it is also smoother than bare polynomial
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Figure 5. Absolute error versus omputational ost. The error is omputed by
omparing the simulation results with those the brute fore method with h = 0.001
for Tf = 50 (in the inset, the exat solution is taken as the brute method with
h = 0.0002 and Tf = 10). Cirles represent the brute fore method for step
sizes 0.1, 0.05, 0.025, 0.01, and 0.005 (in the inset, 0.1, 0.05, 0.025, 0.01, 0.005,
and 0.001). The other data represents using the algorithm with the step size
as shown and eah data point has a dierent blok parameter starting with 2h
and inreasing by fators of 2. For the longer simulation time of Tf = 50, the
algorithm has quite a substantial derease in error for the same omputational
ost (for the shorter time in the inset, one an see that there is barely a gain.
This is due to the overhead ost in implementing the algorithm). Also, the urves
have the behaviour disussed in subsetion 2.4. We perform all omputations on
a P4, 3 GHz proessor.
deay). We want to point out that due to the form of the polynomial deay, the most
eient way to hoose blok sizes is by b
(
1 + t2
)
/t, whih just omes from the inverse
of the inreasing smoothness. Despite this, we still use the less eient bt.
The simulation results for the NIBA equations are shown in Figure 6. Using
the algorithm allows one to have long simulation times for negligible omputational
ost. Further, simulations of NIBA-like equations on a lattie or with time dependent
Hamiltonians an be done eiently with the method.
We want to emphasize that the simulation of the NIBA equations at nite
temperature 46 an also use the algorithm presented in this paper. The nite
temperature, however, introdues a long-time ut-o into the kernel, beyond whih the
kernel may not be inreasingly smooth. The ontribution beyond this ut-o, though,
is negligible. Thus, the algorithm an be used for times less than ∼ β exatly how it
is used for the zero temperature ase, and there an be a trunation of the kernel at
times beyond times ∼ β.
4. Conlusions
We have given an eient and stable numerial algorithm for solving integro-
dierential equations with inreasingly smooth memory kernels. The general
omputational speedup is T 2 → TC (T ), where C (T ) depends on how fast the kernel
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Figure 6. NIBA equations simulated in real time for α = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5. The
simulations were done with h = 0.008 and d = 0.016. They took approximately
two minutes of CPU time on a P4, 3 GHz proessor. This is orders of magnitude
faster than a brute fore approah would take to get the same error. From
the gure we an learly observe the physis of the dierent regimes. For weak
dissipation, one gets deay to P = 0. For the transition, α = 1, one gets 1/t2
deay of P (t). Above the transition, P (t) gets loked into a nonzero value.
gets smooth. For example, the omputational ost of the algorithm for polynomially
deaying kernels is T lnT rather than the usual T 2.
Using a simple integro-dierential equation, we demonstrated how well the
algorithm performs ompared to a seond order, onstant step size method. For
long times, there is quite a substantial speedup in the omputation ost to ahieve
a given error. The solution to the NIBA equations for the spin-boson model in
real-time showed that one an get results and analyze the situation quite rapidly.
Similar proedures an be applied to other forms of memory kernels whih satisfy the
inreasingly smooth ondition 7. In these other ases, the omputational speedup an
be better or worse than the ase presented here.
In pratie, the usefulness of this algorithm is due to the possibility of its
inorporation into other tehniques, suh as matrix produt state algorithms, or its
use with time-dependent Hamiltonian terms. Thus, one an simulate latties or driven
systems subjet to strong dissipation. The algorithm an also be used for equations
less restritive than 2, suh as integro-dierential equations with memory kernels
dependent on both time arguments.
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Appendix A. Higher order bloking algorithms
The algorithm above an be extended to higher orders. For instane, if we want the
next order method, we need to be able to evaluate and update
I1 (T,∆T )
= I0 (T,∆T ) +
K∑
i=1
α′ (τi)
∫ +δi/2
−δi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T ) ǫ . (A.1)
The latter term piks out the asymmetri part of F inside of blok i and then multiplies
it by the derivative of α. Lets dene this asymmetri part of the blok as
Ai (T ) ≡
∫ +δi/2
−δi/2
dǫF (τi + ǫ, T ) ǫ . (A.2)
If we suppose we have these asymmetri integrals at a given time, and we want to
inrement T , we rst need to x the blok size, as before. Then we an update them
by
Ai (T + h) = e
−L(h)Ai (T ) (A.3)
We also need to be able to add these bloks together. We an do this by
Anew (T ) =
∫ +Bnew/2
−Bnew/2
dǫF (τnew + ǫ, T ) ǫ (A.4)
= Ai (T )−Bi+1Ii (T ) +Ai+1 (T ) +BiIi+1 (T )
where we use the asymmetri integrals from before we did the bloking and also the
rst order integrals 25 for the two bloks. The error for an order z algorithm will have
a bound proportional to bz
Appendix B. Two stage Runge-Kutta method
In this artile, we ompare the proposed numerial ansatz to a two stage Runge-Kutta
method. Sine we are dealing with integro-dierential equations, we give the details
of the seond order tehnique we use. In the main text, we disuss how the errors
sale with total simulation time, step size, and omputational ost.
For all the examples in this work, the basi integro-dierential equation 2, is
redued to
∂ρ(t)
∂t
=
∫ t
0
dt′α (t− t′) e−L(t−t′)ρ (t′) , (B.1)
e.g., K,K′ = I. In a generi form we an write
∂ρ(t)
∂t
= f
[
t, ρ (t) ,
∫ t
0
dt′F (t− t′) ρ (t′)
]
. (B.2)
Disretizing time as
tn = t0 + nh , (B.3)
we an write a general two stage Runge-Kutta integration sheme
ρn+1 = ρn + h dρn , (B.4)
dρn = f [t, Pn, z˜n] , (B.5)
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Pn = ρn + dPn , (B.6)
dPn =
h
2
f [t, ρn, zn] , (B.7)
zn = h
n−1∑
m=1
F¯nm (ρm + ρm+1) /2 , (B.8)
and
z˜n = h
n−1∑
m=1
F¯nm (ρm + ρm+1) /2
+
h
2
F¯0 (ρn + Pn) /2 , (B.9)
where
F¯nm = 1
h
〈F (tn − t′)〉tm+htm =
1
h
∫ tm+h
tm
dt′F (tn − t′) (B.10)
and
F¯0 = 2
h
∫ tn
tn−h/2
dt′F (tn − t′) . (B.11)
Although using the average F¯nm over an interval does not inrease the order of
the method, it does preserve important properties of the kernel suh as its total
integration. This is very important in ases where the kernel integrates to zero and
thus the transient behaviour ompletely determines the steady state. We use the
average of the kernel over eah blok with the algorithm as well. The Runge-Kutta
sheme an of ourse be generalized to higher stages and to kernels with two time
arguments.[16, 17, 18, 19℄
Appendix C. Simple derivation of the NIBA equations
In this appendix we give a simple derivation of the NIBA equations for the spin-
boson model to show how polynomially deaying memory kernels an arise physially
in the ase of strong dissipation. The derivation of the NIBA equations is based
on the observation that they ome from a Born approximation of a transformed
Hamiltonian.[20℄
The spin-boson Hamiltonian is
HSB = −1
2
∆σx +
1
2
ǫσz +
∑
k
ωka
†
kak + γσz
∑
k
gk
(
a†k + ak
)
(C.1)
where we have a two level system with internal oupling onstant∆ and bias ǫ. The two
level system is oupled to an olletion of bosons of frequenies {ωk} with a oupling
onstant gk = ck/
√
2mkωk and overall oupling fator γ. The spetral density of the
bath is given by
J (ω) = π
∑
k
g2kδ (ω − ωk) . (C.2)
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The physial senario we want to explore is one in whih the two level system is
initially held xed in an eigenstate of σz while the bath equilibrates around this state.
That is, the bath will equilibrate around the Hamiltonian
HR =
∑
k
ωka
†
kak +
∑
k
γgk
(
a†k + ak
)
(C.3)
if we hold the two level system in the +1 eigenstate of σz. This gives the thermal
starting state for the bath
R0 =
e−βHR
ZR
. (C.4)
Then, we want to release the two level system and follow its dynamis in real time.
In partiular, we look at the expetation value of σz
P (t) ≡ 〈σz〉t (C.5)
= tr
{
eıHSBtσze
−ıHSBt|1〉〈1| ⊗R0
}
. (C.6)
Sine we are interested in strong dissipation, we an perform a anonial
transformation on this Hamiltonian to inorporate all orders of the system-bath
interation. With
S = −
∑
k
γgk
ωk
(
ak − a†k
)
σz (C.7)
we get
H = eSHSBe
−S
(C.8)
= − 1
2
∆ (σ+B− + σ−B+) +
1
2
ǫσz +
∑
k
ωka
†
kak (C.9)
where
B± = exp
{
±2
∑
k
γgk
ωk
(
ak − a†k
)}
. (C.10)
For the unbiased ase, ǫ = 0, this gives the interation piture Hamiltonian
HI (t) = −1
2
∆
(
σ+B
I
− (t) + σ−B
I
+ (t)
)
(C.11)
with
BI± (t) = exp
{
±2
∑
k
γgk
ωk
(
ake
−ıωkt − a†keıωkt
)}
. (C.12)
We an then transform the equation for P (t) to get
P (t) = tr
{
eıHtσze
−ıHt|1〉〈1| ⊗R′0
}
(C.13)
where
R′0 = e
−β
P
k ωka
†
k
ak/Z ′R . (C.14)
We an nd the master equation in the Born approximation for P (t), also known
as the noninterating blip approximation, by performing perturbation theory on C.13.
To seond order in ∆,
P˙ (t) = −
∫ t
0
dt′f(t− t′)P (t′) (C.15)
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with
f (t) =
∆2
4
{〈[BI+ (t) , BI− (0)]〉R′0
+〈[BI+ (−t) , BI− (0)]〉R′0} (C.16)
=
∆2
2
〈[BI+ (t) , BI− (0)]〉R′0 (C.17)
where we have used that the orrelation funtions are equal. To ompute f (t) we an
use the Feynman disentangling of operators [21℄ to get, in the notation of Leggett et
al [5℄,
f (t) = ∆2 cos
{
4γ2
π
Q1 (t)
}
exp
{
−4γ
2
π
Q2 (t)
}
(C.18)
with
Q1 (t) =
∫ ∞
0
dω
J (ω)
ω2
sin (ωt) (C.19)
and
Q2 (t) =
∫ ∞
0
dω
J (ω)
ω2
(1− cosωt) coth
(
βω
2
)
. (C.20)
For ohmi dissipation, J (ω) = ηω exp (−ω/ωc), these quantities beome
Q1 (t) = η tan
−1 ωct (C.21)
and
Q2 (t) =
η
2
ln
(
1 + ω2c t
2
)
+ η ln
(
β
πt
sinh
πt
β
)
. (C.22)
With α ≡ 2ηγ2/π, this gives 46 for the NIBA memory kernel.
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